Electrical properties of Y-79 cells, a multipotent line of human retinoblastoma.
1. Whole-cell and perforated-patch tight-seal recording techniques were used to characterize the voltage-dependent membrane conductances of the Y-79 cells, a human retinoblastoma line composed of pluripotential retinal precursor cells. 2. Membrane resistance and capacitance were measured under current clamp, yielding approximate average values of 1.8 G omega and 26 pF, respectively. The cells are electrically excitable, and depolarization above -20 mV triggers slow action potentials. 3. Step depolarization of the membrane under voltage clamp elicits a high-threshold transient inward current, followed by a sustained, larger outward current. The outward current is carried by potassium ions, as determined by its susceptibility to blockage by K-channel antagonists [tetraethylammonium (TEA), Cs, and 4-aminopyridine (4-AP)] and insensitivity to reduction of external chloride concentration. 4. The isolated inward current displayed some unusual properties: its amplitude is directly related to extracellular calcium concentration, and replacement of calcium by magnesium completely abolishes it. However, none of the calcium channel antagonists tested (cadmium, nickel, nifedipine, and amiloride) exerted a substantial blockage. In addition, removal of external sodium or superfusion with tetrodotoxin significantly reduce the size of this current. 5. A single voltage-dependent conductance appears to underlie the inward current, because a variety of manipulations, such as changes in the holding potential, in the extracellular concentration of calcium or sodium, or superfusion with tetrodotoxin, failed to reveal the presence of kinetically distinct components. 6. The results suggest that a single voltage-dependent conductance mechanism underlies the depolarization-activated inward current in Y-79 cells. This channel appears to be primarily permeable to calcium, but with a significant contribution by sodium ions. Its functioning appears to be modulated by extracellular calcium.